Mathematics of the A-C. Track Circuit
A study of the fundamental characteristics of a-c. track circu~ts for
the benefit of those responsible for reliable operation
By O. S. Lofstrand*
Signal Maintainer, Northern Pacific, Whitehall, Mont.

N 'ordel' to understand the operation and proper
adjustment of the two-element induction type of
a-c. relay, and be able to calculate the phase relations, it is necessary to have some knowledge of trigonometric functions, particularly those which apply to
the solu tion of the right angle triangle. The three
functions we especial1y need to remember are: Sin A
a
b
a
equals - . Cos A equals - . Tan A equals - . Figure
c
c
b
1 shows how these ratios are obtained.
When the rotating vector OF, which forms the hypotenuse of the triangle ABC, is in the positions shown,
it makes a certain projection on .both the yy and xx
axes. That is, a line drawn paral1el to the X axis from
F, gives the projection of OF on the Y axis. A line
drawn paral1el to the Y axis and downward from F,
gives the projection of OF on the X axis. The ratio of
this projection on the Y axis to the rotating vector OF
gives the sine of the angle that OF makes with the X
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have been prepared giving their value for each degree
of angle. The equations given above can be solved
algebraical1y. That is, knowing any two quantities one
can easily solve for the other.
Applying Metho'd to A-C. Track Circuits
These relations of the sides and angles of a righttriangle to each other will now be applied to the solution
of a-c. track circuit problems. The effect of self-induction is to cause the current .to lag (in respect to time)
behind the pressure. (It is not the purpose of this
article to go into detail and show how and why this is
so, as this subject is covered in text books all electricity.) If it were possible to design a circuit so that
it had no resistance, this time lag woyld be 90 aeg.
which means that at the instant the pressure reaches
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Therefore, Sin A

equals - or -, and when
OF
c
angle A is 30 deg. this ratio is 0.5. Similarly the ratio
of the projection of OF on the X axis to OF, is cal1ed
the cosine of angle A, and when angle A is 30 deg. this
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Fig. I-Graphic explanation of trigonometric functions

is 0.866. The ratio of BC to AC gives the tangent of
angle A and for a 30 deg. angle the ratio of these two
sides is always 0.577.
The ratio of the sine to the cosine also gives the tan0.5
.
gent, i.e., - - equals 0.577. As the rotating vector OF
0.866
is rotated from zero to 90 deg. it is evident that the sine
wil1 vary from zero to one, and the cosine from one to
zero. Since the sine divided by the cosine gives the
tangent, it is also evident that this must vary from zero
to infinity. These ratios remain the same for any given
angle regardless of the length of the sides, and tables
~ Lofstrand has had several years' experience in the installation

and maintenance of a-c. signaling, and after pursuing a course at the
University of Wisconsin l secured the aid of the university's electrical
engineering department In solving some of his problems In the field.
The relays referred to are the General Railwax Sig~al Com~any's type
and engineers of that company have checked tlus artlc1e.-Editor.

pig. 2-Vector diagram showing relations of elements in
a circuit

its maximum value, the value of the current is zero.
It does not mean that the current flows at a right angle
to the. pressure, but, owing to the fact that the current
and pressure are varying from zero to maximum in
accordance with the sine law,* it can be expressed in
degrees. By phase difference is.meant the time interval
(expressed angularly) between the maximum values,
and the vector diagram is merely a means of'representing this time interval as an angular function. If we
have a circuit that has resistance only, the pressure and
current will be in phase.
Evidently then, if the voltage 'across a reactance is
90 deg. ahead of the current, and the voltage across a
resistor in series thereto is in phase with the current,
the two voltages are at right angles to each other, and
the resultant voltage (series) will be their vector sum.
For this reason any voltage reading taken across a
device having both resistance and inductance is real1y
the resultant of two voltages at right angles to each
other, in a vector sense. The component in phase with
the cuiTent is JR, (see Fig. 2) and is called the "in
phase" or cosine component. The component 90 deg.
ahead of the current is IX and is called the "wattless"
or sine component. The resultant is IZ, 01' the hypotenuse of the triangle. Figure 2 is a vector diagram
of these -relations.
*Refer to any text book on a-c. theory for explanation of sine wate
form of voltage and current.
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not change the power factor of the local winding, but
rather the local circuit. That is, the winding itself will
still have the same pawn factor but the cUlTent wiH
be more nearly in phase with the imp,'essed voltage.
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- - where (r) is

The new angle will be ® = tan

R+r
the added re~istance. There is seldom any difficulty in
gettlllg suffiCient phase displacement on long track cirCUIts, and no doubt there are times when the ballast
resistance gets so low that the angle is near the ideal of
90 de~. However,. the voltage would probably be below
the pick-up value m this case, unless the voltage in dry
,,'eather was kept rather high, but fortunately, the
unproved pha~e conditions compensate to a great extent
for the loss m voltage, as the ballast resistance O"oes
down. Unfortunately, this last statement also h~lds
good for a .shunt on the track circuit, as a poor train
shunt IS eqlllvalent to low ballast resistance and produces
Ideal phase conditions.
. The calculations for phase conditions in this article
refer only to single phase connections. 'Where three
phases are available it is possible to get almost illly
phase displacement desired.

Radio Applications
on the Railroads'"
By O. H. Caldwell
r,1i t
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A LJ'EADY adio contrih,utes to tl' optntiun ot the
f i modern AmerIcal: ratlroad 11 manv \\"a\~. Yor
eample. radio tclcphon comnunitation I ' loda,' hi'oing
operated e.'!,c:rjmtll!al1~ Le ' \ 'etn cab()O~e md IOcon.)~
tl 'C 111 freight trams .\t either end (f the tT"i" a
me~l.be ?1 the ~:2in. cre,~ ~al1 pid- l'P a transuit;e-,
tall IOta It and ?I~ VOIC~ \\ tI! lC heard w th Joun ;;peaker
volume at the :tar end, a nul a\\a\' a'JO e all tl • nOIse
of the traif'.
-.
'. im~larl) radio telc;Jhol1v ;5 being '-ls<~d a' ,y,,\ It\
s\\'ltchmg yards i()~' (Ollltl unicating between s\\itch
towers and locol11oti\('5. In this wa\ time i, saved
co 15 are reduced, and the ,;afety of the'mCll is increa,ed:
T!le pos~ibility ~f keeping in continuous communication
;vlth freIght tram~ from towers along thc right-of-way
I~ another development ~hat is already in sight. The
} ec1cral RadIO COn1l11lSSIOn has set aside fivc of the
valuable short wa\'c length chanuels for the use of
transmitters operated by railroads. either all railroad
m!ling stock or on railroad tug boats in harbors. The
ratlroad channels 31re desi~ated as 2,410, 2.422, 2,440,
2,+50 and 2,470 kilocycles.
Radio also pl'esents possibilities for the area el' convenience and cOI11[or· of the pas'eneTers. In Germaman,l Austria, [or instance, oa seng~,': on [,1St trailis
between ~erlin .and H.a.l1burg can' maintain telephone
conversatIons With their offices or homes in either cit\'
\\ ~ile they speed along at 60 l11.ph Yet here in" merica.
With ')ur hVlsh <cale 01 expenditure on travelma' COI11ferr, wc are told "hat St,r~ telephone sen ice wo~ld 'lot
pa:. On some f 'Ie fast I.'ana !ian lra'ns al d on certa,n ,trains. in the ~ nited :-:tale , pach chai,' 'n t~e clUG
car IS eqUIpped WIth :lead sets for li~tenineT to 1:""ladca ting.
,..
Comider the dreary i;.o'ation 0 - tpe average ra'lnad
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Recent semaphore signaling on the Coast Lines of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

